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Fundamentals of Switching Theory and Logic Design: A Hands on ApproachSpringer, 2006
Information Science and Digital Technology form an immensely complex
and wide subject that extends from social implications of technological
development to deep mathematical foundations of the techniques
that make this development possible. This puts very high demands
on the education of computer science and engineering. To be...
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Encyclopedia of Knowledge ManagementIdea Group Publishing, 2005
The Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management is the most comprehensive source of coverage related to the past, present, and emerging directions of knowledge management. Edited by the well-respected knowledge management researcher, Professor David Schwartz of Bar Ilan University (Israel), the Encyclopedia of Knowledge Management provides a broad basis...
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A Practical Guide to Content Delivery NetworksAuerbach Publications, 2005
A Practical Guide to Content Delivery Networks offers an organized approach to implementing the networks responsible for the distribution of various types of Web traffic, including standard Web pages and streaming audio and video. Because CDN operations are normally performed by independent organizations, the successful use of vendor facilities...
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Create Your Own DVDsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
I set out to write this book for one simple reason: I want you to have fun making your own movies with your camcorder and your PC. I want to help you get up to speed so that you can easily create movies that your friends and family will actually watch.

Although the title of this book might suggest that it is strictly for people who want...
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Wireless Communications Security (Artech House Universal Personal Communications)Artech House Publishers, 2005
Addressing the fast-growing need to integrate effective security features into wireless communication systems, this cutting-edge book offers a broad overview of wireless security, so engineers can choose the methods and techniques that are most appropriate for their projects. Professionals gain a solid understanding of critical cryptography...
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Magnetic Fields: A Comprehensive Theoretical Treatise for Practical UseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	A unique resource for physicists and engineers working with magnetic fields


	An understanding of magnetic phenomena is essential for anyone working on the practical application of electromagnetic theory. Magnetic Fields: A Comprehensive Theoretical Treatise for Practical Use provides physicists and engineers with a thorough...
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The Principles of Project Management (SitePoint: Project Management)SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2008

	
		The Principles of Project Management lays out clear steps that anyone can follow to get projects done right, and delivered on time.

	
		This full color book covers:

	Why Project Management is important The 6 fundamental truths of project management Getting started: Discovering, Initiating, Planning...
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Algorithms for Discrete Fourier Transform and Convolution (Signal Processing and Digital Filtering)Springer, 1997

	The main goal of this graduate-level text is to provide a language for understanding, unifying, and implementing a wide variety of algorithms for digital signal processing -- in particular, to provide rules and procedures that can simplify or even automate the task of writing code for the newest parallel and vector machines. It thus bridges...
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ASP.NET Site Performance SecretsPackt Publishing, 2010

	Do you think that only experts with a deep understanding of the inner workings of ASP.NET, SQL Server, and IIS can improve a website's performance? Think again - because this book tosses that notion out of the window. It will help you resolve every web developer's nightmare - a slow website - with angry managers looking over your...
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Development of Multimodal Interfaces: Active Listening and Synchrony: Second COST 2102 International Training SchoolSpringer, 2010


	This volume brings together, through a peer-revision process, the advanced research

	results obtained by the European COST Action 2102: Cross-Modal Analysis of Verbal

	and Nonverbal Communication, primarily discussed for the first time at the Second

	COST 2102 International Training School on “Development of Multimodal...
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Tab Electronics Guide to Understanding Electricity and ElectronicsMcGraw-Hill, 2000

	When I was 10 years old, I purchased an introductory electronics book at a local pharmacy. I cherished this book because I knew it contained marvelous and fascinating knowledge about electronics—an awesome, mysterious, and exciting field that was to become the literal foundation of the next step in human progress. Unfortunately, after...
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Nutrigenomics (Oxidative Stress and Disease)CRC Press, 2005


	Nutrition research commenced more than 200 years ago in the dawn of the chemical

	revolution. The “golden age of nutrition” began in the early 1910s and continued

	into the 1940s when nutritional sciences focused primarily on diseases

	associated with single nutrient deficiencies. This led to the formulation of the...
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